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course part of a greater
continuity.  Perhaps the start
point for today was Curly’s
death 4 (5 I think – ed) years
ago.  We toasted him and
remember him with affection.
His contribution to Surrey
hashing is recorded in the
annals under the various
names Curly, Curley and
Curlie! (It’s Curly – and that’s
official! – ed)

Large numbers of hashers
(who invited Old Coulsdon?)
turned out to this winter
wonderland - perhaps because
of the rare hanging, wet snow
- vastly bigger numbers than
the last couple of weeks.
Interhashers are beginning to
return of course and with tales
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of woe and disappointment.
However, the car park is so
small it needed an analyst to
pack in the cars with last in to
be first out.  But everyone is
enjoying the scene,
chattering and throwing snow
balls.  With Off called, we
follow not the white stuff but
blue stuff and this peters out
after half a Km, presumable
submerged by white stuff.
Later we realise we have gone
out on the In trail disguised as
a back check.  Only about 15
return to the car park and find
the real Out trail.  So we 30
odd, mill about for ages
looking vainly through snow
blindness for trail, having fun,
building snow men and

sipping Famous Grouse.  We
mix with locals tobogganing
and rolling up giant snow
balls. Have they rolled up our
blue stuff?  Who knows.
Eventually, we wander bak to
the car park where the frivolity
of snowball fighting reaches a
peak with hard hat protection
being donned by Chunderos,
Olive Oil, Bon Bugle and
Groin Biter.  After ¾ hour, the
level in the Famous Grouse
(NOT Famous Grouse But
“Tequil’over’s emergency
stuck in the snow Famous
Grouse”! - ed) is low and the
level of laughter is high.

Then 6 runners come up the
road looking very pleased
with themselves –“ Clutching
Hand, Cool Running, FRB,
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Date 6-April-08

Hare Short An’ (Curly Memorial)

Venue West Humble

On On The Stepping Stones

For most of us, today began
when we got out of bed and
looked at the snow outside.  It
had been forecast but who
believes those?  One of the
other forecasts this week was
that Mugabe would be either
exiled to Malaysia or directing
a blood bath in Zimbabwe by
now.  For BA travellers the T5
forecast is a moving feast of
jam tomorrow in order to take
the eye off today’s chaos.
Short An’ had arranged for the
Olympic torch to be carried
round her West Humble run
but she can blame force
majeure due to weather for
having to cancel that at the
last minute.

All these events are of

Proxy, Belcher and Pin Ball.
They are frank in their
comments such as:

“Bloody good hash
considering ..”,  “We were not
on flour”, “ No we didn’t go to
Brockets Farm”, “We should
have gone left there ... or
maybe straight on ... or
probably turned right ”.

The analyst was sought
again.  This time to extricate
some vehicles and let some go
to the pub but most of us are
still trapped. A skier glides
down the lane.  It’s Popeye
looking for a downhill and
enjoying a great day.

Then a trickle of the
undefeated come in at 12.35
looking fresh and smiling, with
comments such as “not as big

a stuff-up as Interhash” and
“That’s the best hash I’ve
done all day”.  Short An’ is
with them so we can get
some beer at last, hurray!
The whiskey is finished.

So now a circle is called.
Short An’ is praised by FRB
for the dealing with the
difficult conditions of the
day and for giving blue
tongue to the wild life.  Ice
Pick and Sabrina are brought
in as visitors.  RA (temp,
assistant, unpaid RA! – ed)
Teq dealt with sinners,
including a stand-in for
Strumpet for not being there
at the end and Auntie Sally
for being covered in more
mud than Brindle. ONON-
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1723 20-Apr FRB, Made Marion
Run NOT Kingswood!

AGM
Kingswood

1724 27-Apr Dr. Death

1725 04-May J Arthur

1726 11-May T-Total Park Gate

1727 18-May Puffer and Bumble Peaslake?

Run 1722

Date 13-Apr-08

Hare Ratty and Redeye

Venue Staffhurst Woods

On On The Royal Oak

SSA/OS ?? TQ

Scribe Uncle Gibber
Directions

The Receding Hare-Line
Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details
Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to: onsec@surreyh3.org
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M25 J 6. Take A22 for 0,7 miles SP East Grinstead. Turn left at
first Roundabout A25 East SP Oxted/Westerham, follow for 3,1
miles. At Traffic-light turn right into Wolf Row SP Hurst Green/
Lingfield for 2,6 Miles.

Turn left SP Crockham Hill / Pains Hill and immediately left
again into small carpark (Staffhurst Wood – St.Silvan Car Park)
. Park tightly and use roadside as well.

18 APR — SH3 Officials Dinner TA Center, Ewell

20 APR — SH3 AGM    (an official SH3 Sunday run)  Kingswood
Village Club.   Food!  Beer!  New Mis-Management!

03 MAY —Non-Bike Hash    All Changed!! See announcement
from FRB, left.

30 MAY-1 JUN —- Belgian Nash Hash 2008—- Mons Belgium
www.e-tron.be/bmph3/bnh2k8.htm

29 JUN — SH3 Family Picnic Run  Hare: T-Total

06 JULY — Independence Day July 4 BBQ  after hash at Bonn
Bugle and Hans der Schwanz’ garden!

03-06 OCT — Vineyard Hash.   Libourne area Bordeaux

Special Saturday Non-Bike Hash!     Plans Changed!
  Trail, in Windsor Great Park, on 3rd May, at  4.30 pm, to be
followed by a convivial evening in a pub (at hashers'  own
expense!); but it will be for runners, with another trail for
walkers. Names of those  interested to me as soon as possi-
ble please!  ONON to Saturday convivial hashing!

Peter  Hughes           mailto:p.hughes47@ntlworld.com

AND while HdS is away Teq will play:
Q. Two chavs jump off a cliff, who wins?

A. Society.

Q. What does a chav girl use as protection during sex?

A. Bus shelter.

Q. Where do you take a chav girl for a decent night out?

A. Up the arse.

Q. What do you call a 30 year old chav girl?

A. Granny.

Q. What do you call a chav in a box?

A. Innit.


